Process for Corrections, Retractions and Editorial Expressions of Concern

It is the policy of *IJPT* to correct errors of published articles in a timely manner and to weigh refutations of primary research articles, with the intent of publishing them if the author confirms that a major claim of the original paper was incorrect.

Refutations will be peer-reviewed by the same referees who reviewed the original paper, with a copy provided to the corresponding author for comment.

Any complaint or interpretive dispute, and any matters related to such, should be addressed to the editors via email at editors@theijpt.org. Publication may take various forms at the discretion of the editors and, when necessary, the *IJPT* Editorial Board.

Based on the decision of the editors and/or Editorial Board, corrections may be published for significant errors in non-peer-reviewed content. Errors should be identified via email to editors@theijpt.org and include the publication reference, title, author and section of the article, briefly explaining the error.

Amendments that affect the publication record and/or the scientific accuracy of published information will be published online in the journal as: Erratum or Publisher Correction, Corrigendum or Author Correction, Retraction, Addendum, or an Editor’s Note. Corrections will be linked to the original published paper. All are defined below:

- **Erratum or Publisher Correction.** Notification of an important error made by IJPT that affects the publication record or the scientific integrity of an article, or the reputation of the authors or of the journal.
- **Corrigendum or Author Correction.** Notification of an important error made by the author(s) that affects the publication record or the scientific integrity of the article, or the reputation of the authors or IJPT.
- **Retraction.** Notification of invalid results that affect the reliability of a previously published article. The original article is marked as retracted but remains available to readers, and the retraction statement notifying readers of the invalidity of the published paper will be linked to the original published paper.
- **Addendum.** Notification of additional information about a paper. Addenda are published when the editors decide that the addendum is crucial to the reader’s understanding of a significant part of the published contribution. Addenda include Editorial Expression of Concern, which is an editorial statement alerting our readership to serious concerns with the published paper. Editorial Expression of Concern are typically updated with another amendment once further information is available.
- **Editor’s Note.** An editor’s note is a statement from editors notifying readers of issues related to the published article. It is an online update made only to the HTML version. Editor’s Notes may be updated with another amendment if further information is available.

For questions regarding this process or any issues related to *IJPT* policies, please contact editors@theijpt.org.